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When tea tastes like danger ...

Maddie’s difficult ex-mother-in-law and her crazed old parrot are at it again, stirring up new drama in the
Morgan household. Maddie has no sooner resolved the last crises involving her family, than a new problem
arrives in the form of a dangerous business rival determined to shut down her tea garden. To make matters
worse, a severed hand has just been found in the tea garden and no one seems to know where it’s come from!
Can Maddie discover the truth and unravel an old crime before the perpetrator gets close enough to end her
investigation permanently? Or has Maddie Morgan donned her detective hat and her gardening gloves for the
last time?
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From Reader Review A Taste of Trickery for online ebook

Charles says

Give me more!

Rats! Book 4 not out yet. In this installment there was body parts, mystery hole digging, assaults, did her
flame rescue her at the end.

I’m off too continue the Sunrise island mysteries.

Jackie says

An excellent story as always. Maddie is having a bit of a hard time right now. Her ex mother in law and the
parrot don’t get along. Then a severed hand is found in the tea garden. Never quiet. Totally enjoyable.

Valerie R. says

Good mystery

The characters are interesting. The plots are well-developed. The mysteries are not easy to solve. I like how
determined the heroine is

Disney14604 says

I cannot get more honest than this:

When I got this book, I was like YAY A NEW ONE. Can't wait to read it. I was a fourth of the way through
another book. I like to finish one book before I start another. That did not happen here. I put that one aside
and read this book yesterday. I have never had that happen. I surprised even myself.

What better recommendation can a book or author get. Dropped everything to read the Book immediately.

This series gets better and better. I figured out who it was but not sure why I knew who except that it got one
of my theories when reading mysteries. Did not figure out the why though. Really nice wrap up at the end
tying up all the ends.

This is my honest and freely given review for an ARC.



Krystyna says

"Fetch" takes on a whole new meaning

Life seems to be back to normal. Her quarry neighbour is away but his manager still tries to intimidate her.
Whilst a training police dog brings a "present" back to his handler of a hand. Again she is forced to have
police on the premises whilst a search is carried out. Accidents, threats, attempts to hurt her and strange
lights and tracks cover the back of her property. What is going on? She resolves to find out once and for all.
Will she meet a nasty ending? A great plot in which I didn't guess the culprit! Wonderful characters but wish
Mama had a more prominent role.

Sharon says

Maddie's life is turned upside down again. A hand has been found in the tea garden. How did it get there?
Whose hand is it? Why was it put in the tea garden? Did the business rival who wants to shut her down put it
there or does he have something else planned for Maddie?
Momma Jackie and Moonshine, her parrot continue to give Maddie a hard time. She actually does care about
Maddie and once in a while she lets it show just a little bit.
This story is well thought out and well written as are all of Blythe's books. She continues to entertain us with
mystery and suspense. I recommend
I voluntarily received a copy of this book and I'm voluntarily posting a review. My opinion is entirely my
own.


